
 
PromptSmart – The first ever voice recognition-enabled teleprompter app!

 
 
Transform your iPad or iPhone into a voice-guided teleprompter with PromptSmart—the first 
iOS teleprompter app with VoiceTrackTM voice recognition technology! PromptSmart is 
completely customizable, easy-to-use, and puts professional public speaking tools in the palm of 
your hand. 
 
PromptSmart’s innovative VoiceTrackTM technology follows your every word, tracking your 
actual pace and even knows when you pause, all in real time! Even better, calibration or an 
internet connection is not required since all processing is done on your device. For speakers who 
prefer less structured engagements, PromptSmart enables you to stay on-point with a built-in 
digital notecard feature that ensures you cover the key messages. Easily divide a document into 
notecards, rearrange as needed, and set optimal viewing parameters. 
 
Whether planning a business presentation, giving a wedding toast, or crafting a speech for 
debate class, PromptSmart has everything you need to master stress-free public speaking. 
 
Select features include: 

 VoiceTrackTM proprietary voice recognition: PromptSmart follows your voice, adjusting 
scroll speed according to your actual pace and position in the text (no data/ internet 
connection required) 

 Easy to use: PromptSmart is ready to go as soon as you download it, with no need to 
calibrate 

 Place-holding: If you go off-script, PromptSmart will hold your place until you get back 
on track 

 Customization: Change fonts, text sizes and colors, and pick the guide style that works 
best for you 

 Speeches on the go: Download .docx or .txt files from the cloud or email and 
PromptSmart turns them into speeches and/ or digital notecards automatically 

 Voice recording: Practice your speech and play it back to make improvements 

 Many additional features including: auto scroll (constant words per minute) and manual 
scroll, full rich text for notecards, timer, and more! 

 
PromptSmart will be available in the App Store for a special launch price of $9.99 on Thursday, 
August 14. 
 
For additional information on PromptSmart, visit PromptSmart.com like PromptSmart on 
Facebook, and follow @PromptSmart on Twitter. 
 
PromptSmart trailer: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oSB7MZ0a73w  
Press Kit and Screenshots: 
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/en60ohsbod7ykdy/AADVT2GwLPVNydVIc17tbUtfa  
 

http://promptsmart.com/
https://www.facebook.com/promptsmart
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oSB7MZ0a73w
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/en60ohsbod7ykdy/AADVT2GwLPVNydVIc17tbUtfa
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About PromptSmart 
PromptSmart was born out of a passion for public speaking. As a Communications Fellow at 
Wharton Business School, PromptSmart CEO and Founder Eric Sadkin coached and mentored 
students in the art of public speaking. Realizing that many orators would be better supported by 
an intuitive, speaker-controlled teleprompter and a way to digitally create and display notes, 
Sadkin also recognized that today’s mobile devices could address these needs. With these in 
mind, PromptSmart was created.  
www.PromptSmart.com 
 
Contact: 
Christine Rivas 
Appency for PromptSmart 
christine@appency.com 
562-412-9260 
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